SLIDING TRACK SYSTEM
The quick & easy way to provide temporary clear access through a curtain
Compatible with hook-on AND swivel hinge curtains

REDWOOD
SLIDING TRACK
SYSTEM
Quick, easy and flexible.
Track rails can be cut down
or ganged up to produce
any width of sliding curtain.
Hook-on or swivel-hinge
rails come pre-fitted with
wheeled hangers that
simply slot into the track
before fixing in place.

Face fitting
Single
sliding

Single sliding
plus fixed

Double sliding
plus fixed

Double
sliding

PVC strips are then fitted in
place as normal.
Galvanised steel only.

Please note:
Curtains do not fold up like
fabric, concertina, or bend
round corners.

Underside fitting
Single sliding
plus fixed

Single sliding

They move in a straight
sideways direction like a
sliding door.
As a result, there must be
clear linear space for them to
move across into.
Part-sliding or double track
options are available if the
above is not possible.

Mounting brackets

82mm
Diagrams (right) show
hook-on set up. Swivelhinge works in same way
EXCEPT wheels are fixed
directly to the rail without
the need for an aluminium
channel section.

50mm

82mm

50mm

90mm

104mm

56mm
Note: there is no
double bracket for
underside fitting

50mm

Watch our Youtube video demo:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1sEsdD5SCw&feature=youtu.be

50mm

TRACK CONFIGURATIONS:
NOTE: There must be a structural surface for the sliding rails to fix to above and/or beside the opening

Fully sliding for maximum clearance - requires clear space at one or both sides of the opening

Single curtain / single track

2-part curtain / single track

2-part curtain / double track

3-part curtain / double track

4-part curtain / double track

Part fixed / sliding - where only partial clearance is needed OR there is no clear space at sides

1-part fixed / 1-part sliding / single track / 50% clear

1-part fixed / 2-parts sliding / double track / 66% clear

2-parts fixed / 1-part sliding / single track / 33% clear

2-parts fixed / 2-parts sliding / single track / 50% clear
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